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Does your company have 
a challenge getting your 

arms around your content 
program?

Survey Time

A: Yes B: No
If you registered, text:

To 22333 or visit pollev.com/acro 



GOVERNANCE

Visibility / Transparency

Collaboration 

Automation

Language to talk about value

�

big word.
what does it mean?



Everyone Has Content Governance

Consistency Process Fix Early Measure

Speak with one 
voice

A “right“ way to do 
things

Early identification 
saves $$$.

Measuring leads to 
execution



Not Everyone is 
Deliberate





STRATEGY

Create content that people 
think is “good”

Create content that is aligned 
with business and content 

strategy

PASSIVE ACTIVE

It’s about more than content being “good,” but rather 
content must be aligned with the business strategy that 

led to spending the money to develop it. 



QUALITY

Depends on motivated, 
talented employees

Supports writers and editors 
at all skill levels

PASSIVE ACTIVE

Improving/perfecting content quality at the authoring level 
reduces editing time, costs, and author rework and gets 

content in the hands of readers faster



KPIs & METRICS

No measureable, illustratable 
quality metrics

Content quality defined and 
scored

PASSIVE ACTIVE

Objective content scoring results in a better end product, 
leading to higher engagement and CSAT



In the last month, have 
any authors asked you 

for updated terminology 
or brand guidelines?

Survey Time

A: Yes B: No
If you registered, text:

To 22333 or visit pollev.com/acro 



GUIDANCE

Reliance on guideline docs & 
training In-line, real-time guidance

PASSIVE ACTIVE

Providing programmatic guidance results in increased 
accuracy and clarity and allows agile brand & terminology 

evolution



PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT

Content performance is 
retrospective (and often too 

late)

Predicts and improves 
performance before 

deployment

PASSIVE ACTIVE

Results in less content production waste  and economized 
fulfillment for demand generation 



What one word 
describes your 
content review 

process?

Survey Time

If you registered, text:

Your ONE word
To 22333 or visit pollev.com/acro 



PROCESSES/THROUGHPUT

Slow, expensive, manual 
processes cause delays and 

lag

Streamlined, automated 
processes 

PASSIVE ACTIVE

Get content to audience faster while spending more time 
on what the content actually SAYS 

(versus “how it’s written)



EDITING

Subjective editing & review Objective, rule-based review

PASSIVE ACTIVE

Unbiased, standardized, non-judgmental objective editing 
supports writers at all levels of skill and engagement 



BEST PRACTICES

Content knowledge is 
fragmented and fleeting

Content best-practice is 
encoded and AI-powered

PASSIVE ACTIVE

Automated adherence to process reduces costs & time 
and increases agility and alignment with internal process 

and partners 



But 
Seriously, 

Why Does it 
Matter?



Transform the way we use 
words to inform and inspire 
the people around us.



Communicating the Value of Aligned Content

Get Customers Keep Customers Avoid Risk



Benefit Examples

The business benefits of high quality content include:

• Increased conversions (clarity, tone)
• Enhanced end-user engagement (clarity, consistency)
• Increased time-on-website (terminology management, tone)
• Reduced cost of localization (consistency, clarity)
• Expedited time to market (process, standardization, alignment, agreement)
• Decreased content waste (predictive analytics, value of content)

Because high-quality content that is aligned to content strategy out-performs 
average content every time.



It’s challenging to get arms around the enterprise content process

Many companies aren’t deliberate in their governance

Active Content Governance is a critical success factor

Content that is aligned with strategy “gets customers, keeps 
customers and avoids risk.”

Takeaways



Thank you!




